How to Create Persistent Links to A. R. Dykes Library’s Electronic Content

Creating persistent links to library content allows students to reach full-text articles on- and off-campus. No broken links. No troubleshooting later. Just durable links that work every time.

The most frequently used permanent link is the Digital Object Identifier (DOI). A DOI is a standardized method for identifying an electronic object. DOIs often appear in the citation of an article and provide a unique and persistent link to digital documents.

Find a DOI in PubMed

1. Go to A. R. Dykes Library’s web page http://library.kumc.edu/
2. Click the PubMed icon located in the left navigation.
3. Under PubMed Tools, click Single Citation Matcher.
4. Type in the citation information for the article you would like to use. If you know the PubMed ID type it into the Title words field.
5. Click Search.

6. The DOI will be located within the citation above the article title.
7. If a DOI does not appear, click the KUMC’s FIND IT! Icon, located in the right hand corner.

8. The DOI will be located under the **Journal** title.

9. Please note: Not all articles will have a DOI.
Check to Make Sure the DOI is Linking Properly

10. Go to DOI’s web page http://dx.doi.org/

11. Copy and paste the DOI number into the doi field, click Go.

Resolve a DOI Name

Type or paste a DOI name into the text box. Click Go. Your browser will take you to a Web page (URL) associated with that DOI name.

Send questions or comments to doi-help@doi.org.

Further documentation is available here.

12. This will lead to the article; click on the PDF to make sure full text access is available from the Dykes Library. If a login or payment screen appears, the issue may be A. R. Dykes Library does not subscribe to this e-journal or the DOI is not linking correctly. If this happens, use Citation Linker to create a durable link.
Add a Prefix to the DOI

13. Once a DOI has been obtained and verified, link the item to your course.

14. Add the prefix http://dx.doi.org/ to the DOI to resolve the link.

15. Example: http://dx.doi.org/ + 10.1111/j.1365-2834.2010.01076.x = http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1365-2834.2010.01076.x

16. Paste this link into your course for student use.
Find a DOI in CINAHL

1. Go to A. R. Dykes Library’s web page http://library.kumc.edu/

2. Click the CINAHL icon located in the left navigation menu.

3. Type in the article title in the search field, click Search.

4. The Search Results will populate. Locate and click the correct article title link.
An evaluation of the nursing practice environment and successful change management using the new generation Magnet Model.

Authors: Granli B, Colello S, Rehle M, Dende D
Affiliation: Maine Medical Center, 22 Bramhall Street, Portland, ME 04102, USA
Source: Journal of Nursing Management (J NURS MANAGE), 2010 Apr, 18 (3): 326-31 (14 ref)
Publication Type: journal article - research, tables/charts
Language: English
Major Subjects: Change Management, Empowerment, Leadership, Models, Theoretical, Nursing Practice
Minor Subjects: American Nurses Credentialing Center, Change Theory, Evaluation Research, Human, Magnet Hospitals
Abstract: Aim: To discuss the new Magnet Model as it relates to the successful implementation of a practice change. Background: There is growing international interest in the Magnet Recognition Programme. The latest generation of the Magnet Model has been designed not only as a road map for organizations seeking to achieve Magnet recognition but also as a framework for nursing practice and research in the future. Evaluation: The Magnet Model was used to identify success factors related to a practice change and to evaluate the nursing practice environment. Key issues: Even when proposed changes to practice are evidence based and thoughtfully considered, the nurses’ work environment must be supportive and empowering in order to yield successful and sustainable implementation of new practice. Conclusion: Success factors for implementation of a practice change can be illuminated by aligning environmental characteristics to the components of the new Magnet Model. Implications for nursing management: The Magnet Model provides an exceptional framework for building an agile and dynamic work force. Thoughtful consideration of the components and inter-relationships represented in the new model can help to both predict and ensure organizational vitality.
Journal Subset: Core Nursing; Double Blind Peer Reviewed; Editorial Board Reviewed; Europe; Expert Peer Reviewed; Nursing; Peer Reviewed; UK & Ireland
Special Interest: Nursing Administration
ISSN: 0966-9429
MEDLINE Info: PMID: 20546473 NLM UID: 03065080
Entry Date: 20100702
Revision Date: 20100702
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1385-2834.2010.01076.x

6. Notice: This DOI has the prefix (http://dx.doi.org/) added already. Click the DOI link to make sure it is linking properly; this will lead to the article. Click on the PDF to make sure full-text access is available from the Dykes Library. If a login or payment screen appears, either the A. R. Dykes Library does not subscribe to this e-journal or the DOI is not linking correctly. If this happens, use Citation Linker to create a durable link.

7. Paste this link into your course for student use.

8. Please note: Not all articles will have a DOI.
If a DOI is Not Available: Using Citation Linker

1. Go to A. R. Dykes Library’s Citation Linker web page
   
   http://mt8fd2he2v.search.serialssolutions.com/?SS_Page=refiner&SS_RefinerEditable=yes

2. Type in the citation information for the article you would like to use. Please note you must include a Journal title, ISSN, or PMID. If you know the PubMed ID type it into the PMID field.

3. Click Look Up.

Notice this article does not have a DOI located below the Journal title.

4. Click the Full Text Online icon; this will lead to the article. Click on the PDF to make sure full-text access is available from the Dykes Library.
You are looking for:

Nursing interventions and other factors associated with discharge disposition in older patients after hip fractures.

Author: Tider, Marita  Date: 07/2006
DOI: -  PMID: 16949975  Edit citation details

Full Text Online  in Journals@Ovid LWW Total Access Collection  Details

Search the Catalog for this journal

Not available? Order a copy  Fees may apply

Meet with a Research Librarian to find similar articles

Found a problem? Let us fix it!
Create a tiny URL

Use the TinyURL website when your URL has a large amount of characters and is complex. Creating a TinyURL is convenient for instructors and students to keep them organized and it is less likely to have a broken link.

1. Go to Tiny URL’s web page www.tinyurl.com

2. Copy and paste the URL from the Citation Linker page into the “Enter a long URL to make tiny:” field and click Make TinyURL!

3. Paste this link into your course for student use.

**TinyURL was created!**

The following URL:

```
http://mt8fd2he2v.search.serialssolution.s.com/?sid=serosl%3AREfinerQuery&pmid=16
849975&citationsSubmit=Look+Up&url_ver=Z3
9.88-2004&l=MT8FD2HE2V&rfr_id=info%3Asid
%2Fsersol%3AREfinerQuery&SS_LibHash=MT8FD2HE2V&SS_ReferentFormat=JournalFormat&r
ft.genre=article&rft_id=info%3Apmid%2F16
849975&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Ake
v%3Amtx%3Ajournal
```

has a length of 337 characters and resulted in the following TinyURL which has a length of 26 characters:

```
http://tinyurl.com/m35xm5l
```

Or, give your recipients confidence with a preview TinyURL:

```
http://tinyurl.com/m35xm5l
```

Any questions? Contact the A. R. Dykes Library Content and Access office at (913) 588-5073 or copyright@kumc.edu